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Abstract 

In this paper, first derived three isomorphism theorems of  hypernear-rings. Also, by fuzzy 

 hyperideals, We consider three fuzzy isomorphism theorems of  hypernear-rings. 
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1  Introduction 

The theory of algebraic hyperstructures (or hypersystems) is a well-established branch of 
classical algebraic theory. In the literature, the theory of hyperstructure was first initiated by 
Marty in 1934 [20] when he defined the hypergroups and began to investigate their properties 
with applications to groups, rational fractions and algebraic functions. Later on, many people 
have observed that the theory of hyperstructures also have many applications in both pure and 
applied sciences, for example, semi-hypergroups are the simplest algebraic hyperstructures 
which possess the properties of closure and associativity. Some review of the theory of 
hyperstructures can be found in [4, 22], respectively. In a recent monograph of Corsini and 
Leoreanu [4], the authors have collected numerous applications of algebraic hyperstructures, 
especially those from the following subjects for the past fifteen years: geometry, hypergraphs, 
binary relations, lattices, fuzzy sets and rough sets, automata, cryptography, codes, median 
algebras, relation algebras, artificial intelligence and probabilities. The fuzzy sets and 
hyperstructures introduced by Zadeh [24] and Marty, respectively, are now extensively applied 
to many disciplines. The relationships between the fuzzy sets and algebraic hyperstructures 
have been considered by Ameri, Cristea, Corsini, Davvaz, Leoreanu, Zhan and many other 
researchers. The reader is refereed to [5, 9, 10]. The concept of  -rings is introduced by 
Barnes [3]. After that, this concept was discussed further by some researchers. The notion of 
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fuzzy ideals in a  -ring was introduced by Jun and Lee in [23]. They studied some preliminary 
properties of fuzzy ideals of  -rings. Jun [15] defined fuzzy prime ideals of a  -ring and 
obtained a number of characterizations for a fuzzy ideal to be a fuzzy prime ideal. In particular, 
Dutta and Chanda [12] studied the structures of the set of fuzzy ideals of a  -ring. Ma et al. 
[19] considered the characterization of fuzzy h-ideals in h-hemiregular and h-semisimple 
-hemirings. Recently, Ameri et al. [2] considered the concept of fuzzy hyperideals of 
-hyperrings. By a different way of [2], Yin et al. [23] investigated some new results on 
-hyperrings. In particular, Davvaz et al. [11] considered the properties of  -hypernear-rings, 
and derived some related results.  

In this paper, We will discuss the properties of  -hypernear-rings. In Section 2, we recall some 
basic concepts of  -hypernear-rings. In Section 3, we derive three isomorphism theorems of 
 -hypernear-rings. In particular, We establish three fuzzy isomorphism theorems of 
-hypernear-rings in Section 4. 

 

2  Preliminaries 

 

Firstly,let me introduce some preliminary concepts:  

Definition 2.1 A hypergroupoid is a pair ),( H  consisting of a nonempty set H  together 

with a hyperoperation .\2:  HHH   

 If A  and B  are nonempty subsets of H , then we denote: 

baBA
BbAa


 ,

=  ,     },{= xAxA       .}{= BxBx   

A hypergroupoid ),( H  is called a roupsemihyperg  if for all zyx ,,  of H  we have 

)(=)( zyxzyx  , which means that 

   .= vxzu
zyvyxu




  

An element e  of H  is called an identity  (scalar identity) of ),( H  if for all Ha , we 

have )()( aeaea  , )).()(=}({ aeaea   A hypergroup  is a semihypergroup such 

that for all ,Hx  we have .== xHHHx   

A oupsubhypergr  ),( K  of ),( H  is a nonempty set K , such that for all Kk , we have 

.== KkKKk   

 

Definition 2.2 [8] A hypergroupoid ),( R  is a icalquasicanon  hypergroup  if the following 

conditions hold: 
)(i  ),(=)( zyxzyx     ;,, Rzyx   

)(ii  R0  such that ,0==0 xxx     ;Rx  

)(iii  ,Rx  Rx' !  such that  );()(0 xxxx ''   

)(iv  Rzyx  ,,  and ),( yzxyxz     .)( zxy    

 the following equalities follow easily from the axioms: 
.=)(=)( yxyxandxx   

Note that in the rest of the paper we will frequently write singletons without braces.  

Definition 2.3 [8] The triple ,(R  ,  )  is a ringhypernear   if: 
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(1)  ,(R  )  is a quasicanonical hypergroup, i.e. the following axioms hold for ,(R ) : 

)(i  ),(=)( zyxzyx     ;,, Rzyx   

)(ii  R0  such that ,0==0 xxx     ;Rx  

)(iii  ,Rx  Rx' !  such that  );()(0 xxxx ''   

)(iv  Rzyx  ,,  and ),( yzxyxz     .)( zxy   

(2)  ,(R  )  is a semihypergroup having 0  as a right absorbing element, i.e. 0,=0 x    

;Rx  

(3)  ,=)( zyzxzyx     .,, Rzyx    

 A subhypergroup HA  is normal  if we have AxAx  . 

Precisely speaking,it is a left hypernear-ring because it satisfies the left distributive law. I will 
use the word hypernear-ring to mean``left hypernear-ring''. 
We note that if Rx  and A; B are non-empty subsets of R,then by BA ; xA  and 

Bx  we can deduce that baBA
BbAa


 ,

=  , },{= xAxA   BxBx  }{= , 

respectively. Also, for all Ryx ; , we have xx =)( ; 0=0  , where 0 is unique and 

.=)( xyyx   

A subhypergroup RA  is called normal  if for all Rx , we have .AxAx    

Definition 2.4 [8]A normal subhypergroup A  of hypergroup ,(R  )  is 

)(i  a left  hyperideal  of R  if ,AAx   for all ,Rx  ;Aa  

)(ii  a right  hyperideal  of R  if ,)( AxyyAx   for all ;, Ryx   

)(iii  a hyperideal  of R  if ,)( AAzxyyAx   for all .,, Rzyx    

 The concept of a fuzzy subhypernear-ring was first introduced by Davvaz in [14] which is a 
generalized concept of a fuzzy subnear-ring (ideal) in a near-ring. I now formulate the following 
definitions:  

Definition 2.5 [8] Let ,(R  ,  )  be a hypernear-ring.Then we call a fuzzy set   of R a fuzzy 

subhypernear-ring of R if it satisfies the following inequalities: 

)(1a   )()}(),({ zinfyxmin yxz   ; for all ,; Ryx   

)(1b   )()( xx   ,for all ,Rx  

(2)   )()}(),({ xyyxmin    ,for all .; Ryx   

Furthermore,we call   a fuzzy hyperideal of R if   is a fuzzy subhypernear-ring of R and we 

have; 

(3)   )()( zi n fy xyxz   ; for all ,; Ryx   

(4)   )()( xyy    ,for all .; Ryx   

(5)   )()( )( zi n fi xyyixz   ; for all .;; Riyx    

Let   be a fuzzy set. For every [0,1]t ,the set })(|{= txRxt    is called the level 

subset of  .  

Definition 2.6 [11] A  -hypernear-ring is a triple ),,( M , where 

)(i     is a non-empty set of binary operations such that ),,( M , is ahypernear-ring 

for each  , 
)(ii   zyxzyx  )(=)(  for all Mzyx ;;  and ; .  

In what follows,we use M to denote a  -hypernear-ring unless other wise specified.  
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Example 2.7 Let },{0,= baM  and   be the non-empty set of binary operations such that 

 ,  are defined as follows:  

 

},{0,},{}{

},{},{0,}{

}{}{{0}0

0

bababb

babaaa

ba

ba

 

Then ),,( M  is a  -hypernear-ring.  

  

Example 2.8 Let R be a near-ring and M be a right R-module.We define the hyperoperation   
on M by }{= yxyx  ,for each Myx ; .Then ),( M  is a hypergroup.If is a non-empty 

subset of ),( RMHomR , then ),,( M  is a hypernear-ring for each   and 

    zyxzyxzyxzyxzyx  )(=)())((=))()((=))(((=)(  

for every  , .Hence ),,( M  is a  -hypernear-ring.  

  

Definition 2.9 Let ,(R  ,  )  be a  -hypernear-ring.Then we call a fuzzy set   of R a 

fuzzy  -subhypernear-ring of R if it satisfies the following inequalities: 

)(1a   )()}(),({ zinfyxmin yxz   ; for all ,; Ryx   

)(1b   )()( xx   ,for all ,Rx  

(2)   )()}(),({ yxyxmax    ,for all Ryx ;  and  . 

Furthermore,we call   a fuzzy  -hyperideal of R if   is a fuzzy  -subhypernear-ring of R 

and we have; 

(3)   )()( zi n fy xyxz   ; for all ,; Ryx   

(4)   )()( yxy    ,for all Ryx ;  and  . 

(5)   )()( )( zi n fi xyyixz   ; for all .;; Riyx    

 

 

3  isomorphism theorem 

In this section, Some definitions and isomorphism theorems of  -hypernear-rings are stated 
that will be used in next section. Note that isomorphism theorems are proved in [] . Now,we 

recall the following concept:  

Definition 3.1 [11] If M and 'M  be two  -hypernear-rings,then a mapping ': MMf   is 

called a  -hypernear-ring homomorphism if for every  , , we have: 

)()(=)( yfxfyxf   , )()(=)( yfxfyxf  .  

Clearly,a  -hypernear-ring homomorphism f is an isomorphism if f is injective and 

surjective.We write 'MM   if M  isomorphic to 'M .  

Definition 3.2 If I is a hyperideal of a hypernear-ring R, then we define the relation )(modIyx   

 Iyx )( .  

The relation is denoted by yxI  . This is a congruence relation on M. 

The class Ix  is represented by x  and we denote it with )(xI  . Moreover, )(=)( yIxI   
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if and only if )(modIyx  . We can define IM/  as follows: 

}|)({=/ MxxIIM  . 

Define a hyperoperation   and an operation e  on IM/  by 

)},()(|)({=)()( yIxIzzIyIxI    

)(=)()( yxIyIxI 
 e , for all IMyIxI /)(),(  . 

From the above discussion, we can get the following theorem:  

Theorem 3.3 ),,/( eIM  is a  -hypernear-ring.  

Now,we establish three Isomorphism Theorems of  -hypernear-ring.  

Theorem 3.4 [11] (First Isomorphism Theorem). Let f  be a  -hypernear-ring homomorphism 

from 1M  into 2M  with kernel K  such that K  is a hyperideal of 1M .Then we have  

 ./1 ImfKM   

 

Theorem 3.5 [11] (Second Isomorphism Theorem). If A and B be two hyperideals of M, then we 
have  

 .)/()/(   BBABAA  

 

Theorem 3.6 [11] (Third Isomorphism Theorem). If A and B be two hyperideals of M such that 

BA , then AB/  is a hyperideal of AM/  and  

 )./()/)/(/(   BMABAM  

 

 

4   The fuzzy isomorphisms theorem 

 

In this section, we establish fuzzy isomorphism theorems of   -hypernear-rings.  

Definition 4.1 Let   be a fuzzy  -hyperideal of R. Define the following relation: 

)( modyx   if and only if there exists yxr   such that (0).=)(  r   

We usually denote the above relation by  . For this relation, we have the following lemmas. 

The proofs are obvious.  

Lemma 4.2 The relation   is an equivalence relation  

  

Lemma 4.3 If ,yx   then ).(=)( yx    

 Let ][x  be the equivalence class of x . We denote by /R  the set of all 

equivalence classes, i.e., }|][{=/ RxxR  .Define the following two operations in /R : 

]};[][|][{=][][ yxzzyx    (  

].[=][][ yxyx  
 e  

Since   is regular, then we can deduce the following result:  

Theorem 4.4 ),,/(  e(R  is a  -hypernear-ring.  

Proof. Let ': RRf   be a map and ,  be the fuzzy sets of ', RR , respectively. Then the 

image )(f  of   is the fuzzy subset of 'R  define by 
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otherwise

yiffxSup
yf yfx

0

)()}({
=))((

1

)(1 
  

for all 'Ry . The inverse image )(1 f  of   is the fuzzy set of R defined by 

))((=))((1 xfxf   , for all .Rx  

The following two lemmas are easily obtained and we omit the details.  

  

Lemma 4.5 Let ': RRf   be a  -hypernear-ring homomorphism. If   is a fuzzy 

-hyperideal of R, then )(f  is a fuzzy  - hyperideal of 'R .  

 

Lemma 4.6 Let ': RRf   be a  -hypernear-ring homomorphism. If   and   be two 

fuzzy  -hyperideal of R  and 'R , respectively. 

)(i  If f is an epimorphism, then ;=))(( 1 ff  

(ii) If   is a constant on Kerf  , then .=))((1 ff    

Let   be a fuzzy  -hyperideal of R. We denote (0)}.=)(|{=  xRxR   Clearly, R  is a 

 -hyperideal of R.  

Theorem 4.7 (First fuzzy isomorphism theorem). Let ': RRf   be an epimorphism of 

-hypernear-rings and   be a fuzzy  - hyperideal of R with KerfR  . Then we have 

).(// '  fRR    

Proof. First,we know that /R  and )(/' fR  are   -hypernear-rings. We define 

)(//: '  fRR   by )]([)(=])[( xffx   , for all Rx . 

Notice that   is well defined. In fact, if ][=][ yx   , then )(=)( yx   by Lemma 4.3. 

Since KerfR   , it follows that   is a constant on Kerf . By Lemma )4.6(ii  

 =))((1 ff  .Thus we have )))((((=)))(((( 11 yffxff   , i.e., 

))())(((=))())((( yffxff  .Hence we have )]([)(=)]([)( yffxff   . 

Moreover, we have 

(i)  

 ]})[][|][({=])[][( yxzzyx    (  

 ]}[][|)]([)({= yxzzff     

 ]))[(()(]))[(()(= yffxff     

 ]);[][(= yx    

 (ii)  

 ])[(=])[][( yxyx  
 e  

 ))(()(= yxff    

 )()(= yxf    

 ])[()(])[()(= yffxff    

 ]).[(])[(= yx    

 Hence,   is a  -hypernear-ring homomorphism. Clearly,   is an epimorphism. To show 
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that   is a monomorphism, let )],([)(=)]([)( yffxff    then 

))())(((=))())((( yffxff  , that is, )))((((=)))(((( 11 yffxff   . Hence )(=)( yx  , 

and so ][=][ yx   . Therefore ).(// '  fRR    

  

The following lemma is obvious.  

Lemma 4.8 Let ': RRf   be an epimorphism of  -hypernear-rings and   be a fuzzy  - 

hyperideal of 'R , then )(1 f  is a fuzzy  -hyperideal of R.  

  

Corollary 4.9 Let ': RRf   be an epimorphism of  -hypernear-rings and   be a fuzzy  - 

hyperideal of 'R , then we have ./)(/ '1  RfR   

 

Proof. By Lemma 4.8, )(1 f  is a fuzzy  -hyperideal of R and so )(/ 1 fR  and /R  are 

 -hypernear-rings. We check that KerfR
f

 )(1 
. In fact, for any Kerfx  , we have 

(0)=)( fxf , and so (0))(=))(( fxf  ,i.e., )(0))((=)))((( 11   fxf . Hence )(1 
f

Rx , 

and so KerfR
f

 )(1 
. By Theorem 4.7, we have ./)(/ '1  RfR   This completes the proof.  

  

Now, we give the second fuzzy and third fuzzy isomorphism theorems. The following two 
lemmas are obvious and we omit the details.  

Lemma 4.10 Let A be a   -hyperideal of R and   be a fuzzy   -hyperideal of R. then 

(i) If   is restricted to A, then   is a fuzzy   -hyperideal of A; 

(ii) /A  is a  -hyperideal of /R .  

  

Lemma 4.11 If   and   are any two fuzzy  -hyperideals of R, then so is  .  

  

Theorem 4.12 (Second fuzzy isomorphism theorem).If   and   are any two fuzzy 

-hyperideals of R with (0)=(0)  , then .)/()/(   RRR    

Proof. By Lemmas 4.10  and 4.11 ,   and   are two fuzzy  -hyperideals of  RR   

and R , respectively. Thus  )/( RR   and )/(  R  are both  -hyperideals. 

Define   )/(: RRR   by ],[=)( xx   for all Rx . It is easy to see that   is an 

epimorphism. We check that .=  Ker  

 

 [0]}=)(|{=    xRxKer  

 [0]}=][|{=   xRx  

 (0)}=)(|{=  xRx  

 )}(=(0)(0)=)(|{= xxRx   

 }|{=  RxRx   

 =  

 Therefore .)/()/(   RRR    
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Theorem 4.13 (Third fuzzy isomorphism theorem).Let   and   be two fuzzy  -hyperideals 

of R with    and (0)=(0)  , then   /)/)/(/( RRR  .  

Proof. By Lemma 4.10(ii), we know that  /R  is a  -hyperideal of /R . Define 

 //: RR   by ][=])[( ** xx  , for all .Rx  If ][=][ ** yx  , for all ,, Ryx   then 

there exists yxr  , such that (0)=)(  r . Since    and (0)=(0)  , we have 

(0)=(0)=)()(  rr  , which implies that (0)=)(  r , and so ).(=)( ** yx   Hence, f is 

well defined. Moreover, we have 

)(i   

 ]})[][|][({=])[][( yxzzyx    (  

 ]}[][|)][{= yxzz     

 ]][[]][[= yx   (  

 ][][= yx   (  

 ]);[(])[(= yx   (  

 )(ii   

 ])[(=])[][( yxyx  
 e  

 ][= yx  

 ][][= yx   e  

 ])[(])[(= yx    

 .  

Hence, f is a  -hypernear-ring homomorphism. Clearly, f is an epimorphism. Next, we show 
that  /= RKerf . In fact,  

 [0]}=])[(|/][{=    xRxKer  

 [0]}=][|/][{=    xRx  

 (0)}=)(|/][{=  xRx   

 }|/][{=  RxRx 
 

 ./= R  

 Therefore, from Theorem 4.7  it follows that   /)/)/(/( RRR  .  
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